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Abstract:
This paper presents new material on mythic links existing between horses (specifically mares),
women’s sexuality, and particular predators: bears, wolves, and big cats. This paper describes the
mythological path of solar mare goddesses through Indo-European cultures, clarifies that the solar
mare goddess was split into maternal or erotic variants, and finally, that the erotic variants often
were then shape-shifted into images of top animal predators. This particular mythic landscape is
populated with some of most powerful land animals, women included. For the purposes of this
paper, female sexuality is not limited to eroticism, sensuality, sexual acts or prowess, but also
embraces the unique female states of menstruation, pregnancy, and childbirth. Further, the
mythological ties between women’s sexuality and these animals exist within the territory and
condition of wildness.
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The Mythic Horse
Let’s trot into the topic with the horse. At first glance, the horse, for all its vital importance in human
history and civilization,1 appears to be tied tenuously to women or goddesses. Mythically, horses are
primarily associated with male warriors or gods. The typical mythic portrayal of the horse revolves around
the horse as a caught, subdued, and tamed animal: a domesticated animal pressed into the service of hunting,
raiding, racing, and warring at the hands of men. As such, the prevalent mythic equine image is one merged
with a dominant male warrior. In other words, the patriarchal mythic horse symbolizes a fast, controlled,
domestic male conqueror or destroyer. The “horse + male = civilized destroyer” equation persists to this
day. Merely watch any James Bond movie and look at his cars. Bond’s cars are sleek, agile, and primed with
hundreds of horses under the hood— the perfect vehicle for this type of equine warrior.
And yet, despite horses being heavily yoked to men, gods, and war in patriarchal mythologies, substantial
links do exist between goddesses, sexuality, and mares. I begin with Hindu mythology, where there are clear
examples of these connections in pre-Vedic and Vedic myths.2 Pre-Vedic Indian myths contain a few
significant mare goddesses who (like other goddesses of heavenly cycles) choose a human—often a royal—
for lovemaking. From this union, the mare goddess grants the king the right to rule, ensures the vitality of the
people and lands, and bears a child or twins. The pre-Vedic mare goddesses, Saranyū, Urvaśi, and Yamī all
represent celestial light, female sexuality, and the otherworld. They symbolize the powers of life, death,
renewal, sexuality, light, darkness, and time. These mare goddesses manage to survive into the Rig-Veda
mythos, but within these later myths, as Wendy Doniger states, they all become “pejoratively represented as
[sexually] immoral, dangerous, and cruel.”3

1

See Kelenkna.

2 See O’Flaherty.
3

O’Flaherty, 79.
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The Solar Mare Goddesses of India
Saranyū is an ancient pre-Vedic solar goddess whose name means “swift and nimble.” As the Sun, she
originally brought light, heat, and life into the world. Over time, Saranyū became symbolized by mares. In
Vedic myths, Saranyū, as the solar mare, conceives and births the twin Aśvins, the horse-headed gods of
healing and culture. Solar mare goddesses also appear in the Rig-Veda where Dawn leads “the white and
lovely horse” of the Sun4 (10.177) as well as the appearance of the seven red mares of the Sun, the Harits. 5
My research shows the solar mare goddess in India probably began as an ancient and long-standing
theme, but was also adopted by several Indo-European6 mythologies. The Indo-European solar connection
and mythic symbolism of female horses arose naturally for the following reasons:
1. Horses are the fastest land animal over distances.
2. Their speed resembles the apparent speed of the sun moving swiftly over the land.
3. In the wild, a mare always leads the herd when in flight or when simply moving into new

territory.

4. Wild mares choose when to mate and also choose which stallion to mate with7 .
5. A mare’s typical gestation period approximates a solar year.
6. And, finally, just as the sun brings forth new life each year in the spring, so do mares.
In the Vedic mind, only tamed horses were suitable for sacrifice and those were stallions. Mares, on the
other hand, “belong[ed] to an earlier, mythic Indo-European [view] in which horses were still thought of as
wild animals.” 8 Consequently, for centuries mares were the prototypical symbol of the wild and powerful
horse, that, like the sun, was not controlled by men. In certain Indo-European cultures, the sun remained a

4

Or perhaps it is her ”shadow”self Samjna (the Evening Star) who does so. Doniger very briefly notes the association of Venus to
Saranyū and Samjna, but in her voluminous writings never expounds on this. See Splitting. 43-5, 60-1
5

Howey, 116.

6

Indo-European here refers to the cultures identified by their linguistic variants from the Proto-Indo-European (PIE) language.

7 Wild

mares choose to mate with calm stallions that have demonstrated intelligent thoughtful leadership. They reject hot-blooded,
rash stallions as unreliable. See Matamonasa.
8

Doniger, The Hindus, 126.
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goddess and retained her link to the horse. Greek and Roman mythologies seven solar mares comprise the
sun9. Norse mythology featured the mare Alsvin (meaning rapid goer) as the goddess Sunna or Sol who
galloped across the sky.
However, with the spread of patriarchal mythologies, the solar mare goddess was literally linked to
domestication. Instead of being the Sun, she became the divine horse that pulls the solar chariot. The Ugaritic
and Canaanite sun goddesses Shapashu and Shemesh both rode horse-pulled chariots—a merger of the
mare goddess as Sun and as solar vehicle.

Fig. 1. Trundholm Sun Chariot. Bronze Age. Denmark National Museum, public domain.

Additionally, the understanding that a mare goddess or swan maiden represented the Sun in several
Indo-European cultures causes us to re-interpret the Greek myths of Phaeton and Icarus. Integrating this
knowledge makes these myths appear as fledgling patriarchal attempts to depose the primacy of a female
Sun rather than “heroic” yet disastrous adventures.
In later Vedic myths, Saranyū no longer retains her solar or creatrix identity. Rather, she becomes
associated with Venus as the morning star “leading” the sun into the sky: a visual metaphor of the former

9

Comparable to the several solar lioness goddesses of ancient Egypt.
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solar mare who is now the vehicle that lifts the Sun into the day. However, Saranyū’s brilliance as well as her
sexual desire continues to outshine the Sun—her mortal consort Vivasvat. Another pre-Vedic goddess
Urvaśi, viewed as an immortal swan, was already associated with untamed sexuality by being a celestial
dancer10 (an apsara). In the Vedic myths, when she assumes the form of a divine mare, her sexual desire
becomes pronounced. Doniger reveals that sexual “insatiability is the telltale characteristic of the mare in
Hindu mythology . . . [and] the sexual freedom of the mare is actually said to be the reason” for the goddess
choosing the equine form.11
Like Saranyū, Urvaśi represented Venus as the morning star, giving her solar ties by association. Visually,
Urvaśi as swan maiden and mare goddess transforms into the iconic immortal white winged horse so
prevalent in Indo-European mythologies. While Doniger views the solar mare as replaced by the swan
maiden,12 in contrast, I see a merger of the solar swan and mare goddesses.
A striking example of the mare and swan
goddess merger is found in the famous White
Horse of Uffington.13 This English hill-figure
displays its galloping equine form

together

with an exaggerated curved neck and narrow,
beaked swan face. This late Bronze Age figure
is one of the iconic images of the Age, but has
not previously been recognized as a primary
example of the mythological union of the solar swan and mare goddess. Further, the horses of the Welsh
10 Dancing the round in the manner of the planets and the stars was probably one of humanity’s earliest rituals. The celestial cycles
mark the seasons which in turn turn thought to the cycles of sensual life and fears of inevitable death. Hindu mythology retains a hint
of the sensual dance of creation through the dance of Śiva and Parvāti, but later came to emphasize Śiva as the dancer of death and
destruction. See O’Flaherty, 130-39.
11

Doniger, Splitting, 48-9.
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Women, 181.

13

Fig. 2. NASA satellite photo., public domain.
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goddess Ceridwen are white, winged, and wear bird faces.14 However, later on in patriarchal mythologies, the
white winged solar mare does not soar solo: she becomes ridden. Her mythic descendants —the Pegasoi (to
use the Greek term)—become the premier steeds of heroes, shamans, or warriors wishing to be
transported sexually, transcendently, psychically, or all three combined.

Doubling or Splitting the Solar Mare Goddess
Traveling through Indo-European mythologies as either the Sun itself or as the mare of the Sun, the solar
mare goddess withstands an important shift through doubling and division.15 One split twin becomes the
pregnant or maternal mare goddess, while the other split twin turns into the erotic, sexually independent
mare goddess. As the solar mare becomes doubled and then divided, she also begins to lose her strong
symbolism as the Sun. This doubling and division follows the classic patriarchal pattern for women—the
sexually suppressed, yet benign mother versus the untethered, sexually independent woman marked as
dangerous. Thus, it seems evident that the timing of the division and loss of solar powers pairs with the
onslaught of patriarchal propaganda narratives overtaking earlier woman-centered mythologies.
Interestingly, the maternal mare goddess bears either fused
twins, (the immortal and mortal horsed men) or split twins
(an immortal winged horse with a mortal male hero.)
Throughout Indo-European mythologies, these sets of male
twins grow into being cultural heroes, founders of civilizations,
or both.

Fig.3. Dioscuri. Sasanian 8”plate, Iran. 5th-6th c. CE. Metropolitan Museum of Art.
public domain.

14

Howey, 68.
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Doniger, Dexter, and Monaghan all offer variants to the solar mare, but none recognize the widespread presence of a solar mare
mythos. Consequently, they also do not see the solar mare being split into maternal and erotic twins.
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Initially, the erotic mare goddess is viewed as seductive and appealing, but gradually she’s reshaped as
dangerous, lustful, evil, and devouring. Further, originally in both variations, the solar mare goddess remains
wild. However, over time and by way of much patriarchal revision, the maternal solar mare goddess becomes
corralled into domesticity, indoor spaces, and passivity. Maternal mare goddesses retain their sexual nature,
but their sexuality is subdued in more ways than one. For the maternal mare goddesses, a sexual act typically
results in pregnancy. These maternal mare goddesses also rarely possess sexual agency or choice. Especially
in ancient Greek mythology, the mare or swan goddess is now raped by a god, or rapidly flees to forestall a
rape. Thus, in Greek myth, the maternal mare goddess’s sexual desire is appropriated by male gods and that
male sexual desire turns violent and domineering.
Often, the maternal solar mare goddess births her twins, but returns to her wild life. However, another
strong variant within the maternal mare goddess mythos is the patriarchal twist that after birthing her twins,
the goddess loses her life literally or symbolically. Retaining a divine lineage to the solar mare goddess,
remained crucial for patriarchal myth-makers, but the goddess herself became increasingly subject to
violence, humiliation, or annihilation. Maternal solar mare goddess variants appear through the myths of
Demeter, Medusa16, Thetis, Leda, Melanippe17, Macha, Rhiannon, and Epona.
The maternal solar mare goddess birthing twins represents a clear break from reality because mares
rarely deliver two foals at once. The mythic horse-human twins, if male, such as the Dioscuri, Geminii, Aśvins,
Centaurs, and even Hengist and Horsa are awarded the stature of cultural heroes. Originally, centaurs
inherited their mothers’ wisdom and healing abilities, but later lost those positive talents and devolved into
being uncontrollable, lustful stallions roaming the wilderness. The female twins of the solar mare goddess,
such as Helen and Clytemnestra, Medusa and the Gorgons, or Arion and Despoina,18 still reflect some

16

See Monaghan 241-244. Monaghan discerns the solar mare connection to Demeter and Medusa, but does not link it to the
maternal solar mare variant.
17

Graves, 158-61.

18

Pausanias, VIII 25.5-7.
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original aspects of Venusian or solar goddesses, but typically these twins are demonized for their sexuality,
powers, and beauty, or the lack thereof.

Urvaśi as Erotic Solar Mare
The overt beginnings of the division in the mythos of the solar mare goddess appear in the Rig Veda
myth of the white winged mare goddess Urvaśi and the mortal king Purūravas. Urvaśi bears the king either
a human son or theriomorphic twins, thus following the maternal solar mare pattern. However, the emphasis
in her myth sits squarely upon her identity as a sexually desirous mare goddess. And here, I discern a
probable ancient origin for a popular slang term used for a promiscuous woman. The swift, powerful, sexually
free mare goddess undergoes a demonized distillation that crystallizes into the pejorative slang of a “fast
woman.”
Fig. 3. Lady Godiva by John Collier, 1898. Herbert Art
Gallery & Museum. public domain. Symbolically, the
predatory nature of the erotic mare goddess is shown
through lions depicted on the white horse’s drapery.

Fig. 4. Another example of the erotic mare goddess as “fast woman”. A 1890’s burlesque postcard featuring a festooned mare goddess.
Public domain.
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Within Urvaśi’s myth, both the goddess and the king begin by speaking coquettishly to each other.
Purūravas claims Urvaśi is as difficult to catch as a “winning racehorse” (RV 10.95.3) and states that she shies
away from the advances of a mortal man just as a wild horse does from a chariot. His remarks indicate he
wishes Urvaśi to be “hitched” to him sexually, yoked into domesticity, or both. Urvaśi parries, replying that
when she’s aroused by a mortal’s caresses, she may nip as amorous swans and horses do (RV 10.95.8-9).
Abruptly, Purūravas leaves off courting and tries to press his case. Urvaśi rebuffs him; calling him a fool
and demanding he return home (RV 10.95.11-13). The king, fearful she will leave, states that he may as well
just let the “jackal-wolves” devour him. Urvaśi relents, but her subsequent response marks a clear
demarcation of another important alteration in the symbolism of the erotic mare goddess. Urvaśi tells the
king that “there are no friendships with women; they have the hearts of jackal-wolves” i.e. wild dogs (RV
10.95.14-15). The representation of a wild swan or mare for the sun goddess and her erotic appetite now
transmutes into the image of wolves or wild dogs. This myth clearly shows the white winged mare goddess
who is the conduit for mortals (especially males) to be transported into divine sexuality, as the conduit to
immortality, and the bridge-maker between the divine and mortal through her half-divine children has been
shapeshifter into shifty, carnivorous, and rapacious jackal-wolves Not surprisingly, the predatory canine later
becomes the quintessential Hindu representation for a sexually unfaithful or independent woman.19

Sensuality becomes predatory
Wildness! Patriarchal mythologies throughout our world labour diligently to stamp out wildness or
subvert it into evil—especially female sexual wildness or abandon coupled with power. Thus in the erotic
mare goddess mythos, we observe the celebratory power of female sexuality contorted into fear, shame,
and demonization. The patriarchal permutation of the wild erotic mare goddess twists her into a mare
goddess possessing a predatory sexual appetite. This characterization permeates Vedic mythology branding
mythic Hindu mares as lustful, savage, and insatiable. Although Doniger doesn’t perceive the division in the
19

Rig Veda commentary, 256.
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solar mare goddess mythos that I have outlined here, she does recognize that the solar mare morphs into
being viewed as dangerous. She terms this particular alteration of the Hindu solar mare goddess as the
“devouring mare.”20 This devouring mare goddess is still highly eroticized and often still wild in behavior, if
not freedom, but now starts killing and eating men.
Yet when this occurs in a myth, the mare goddess is not striking out with sharp hooves or biting just to
draw blood as actual mares and stallions do. Instead the mare goddess now actively hunts, kills, and devours
like a carnivore. This demonized depiction of the erotic mare goddess continued to unspool across IndoEuropean mythologies as I will discuss later. Further, as part of that demonization, the erotic mare goddess
became transfigured into “the cliched killer wolf: a monstrous predator perpetually in search of victims, its
behavior ranging from quiet seduction to frenzied slaughter.” 21

Mother’s Milk
It is clear from the Hindu “devouring mare” theme that through patriarchal machinations, the erotic
mare goddess merges with top predators of various lands: wolves, bears, and big cats. Before exploring this
particular variant of the erotic mare goddess further, I circle back for a moment to the maternal mare
goddess’s connection with predators. Within Indo-European myths, a noticeable shift occurs wherein the
divine mares cease nursing the cultural heroes, twins, or gods that they birth. Instead, wolves and bears
become the source of divine milk for the horse-twins as well as immortal or mortal rulers.
The concept of wolves, bears, or lionesses nursing semi-divine humans may not have seemed as strange
an idea in the past as it does today. Ancient peoples would have observed that both female and male wolves
are particularly solicitous of their young.22 Likewise, female bears and lionesses are quite affectionate and
protective, doting on their offspring. Furthermore. visually bears often resemble human beings clothed in fur.
20

See O’Flaherty, 196, 200-202,207.

21

Pluskowski, 1.

22

Dutcher, 70-1, 77, 88.
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Observations of these animals’ loving qualities coupled with human likenesses may have led to the idea that
milk from such powerful animals would automatically confer power and majesty on the semi-divine horse
twins, gods, or even mortals. Indeed, the benefits of receiving divine or potent milk from predators was still
in fashion in18th century science. Botanist and taxonomist Carl Linnaeus held the opinion that “being
suckled by lionesses conferred great courage” upon a child.23

Erotic Mare Goddess Continuum
Let us now return to the erotic mare goddess and the trajectory of her portrayals. Mythically, the variant
of the erotic mare goddess who becomes demonized and reconfigured into a wolf, lion, or bear disperses
throughout patriarchal mythologies. The predatory erotic mare goddess theme mutates into the following
motifs:
• the sexually wild, rapacious maenads of ancient Greek myth,
• the predatory yet erotic female demons such as Lilith who suck the life out of men at night,
• the “vagina with teeth” motif,
• the current cougar24 motif, i.e., the sexually active older woman who”preys” on young men,
• and the culturally approved and promoted female fashions of long, curved nails and stiletto heels. In
other words, women are sexy when wearing simulated claws and sharp pointed teeth on their feet.

Fig. 6. Visually, he fake long red nails or claws and stiletto heel that resembles a sharp red
fang are touted as fashion essentials for any sexy female predator. Images—public domain.

23

Schiebinger, 56.

24 “Cougar(slang).”
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Elaborating on the first motif—the Greek maenads—the well-know narrative of their exploits is told by
Euripides. He narrates that the women who follow Dionysus to become maenads enter wildness:
geographically, mentally, emotionally and physically.25 Like horses, maenads function as a herd; the women
group together to dance, drink, and leave their tamed selves behind. Satyrs, their male companions in
Dionysian rituals, retain vestigial horsetails and hooves. Additionally, pushed or herded by outside influences
toward borderline behaviors, maenads are driven into exhibiting ecstasy, madness, or miracles. 26
Finally, the “lead mares” of these myths are also driven to shape-shift into a predator—tearing into their
human prey as if they had razor-sharp claws and formidable teeth. Conversely in Grecian vase art, maenads
are shown linked to large cats as their symbols, that hark back to ancient times when leopards, lions, and
panthers were the animal of the sexual and maternal goddess of the land.27 In Grecian vase art, maenads
gaily wear leopard or cheetah skins just as Paleolithic goddesses did centuries before. Additionally, posed to
look like Artemis as the “Lady of the Beasts,” maenads are shown casually grasping a panther or leopard.

Fig. 7. Maenad kylix from Vulci. 480-490 BCE. public domain.

25

Euripides, 676-713.

26

Euripides, 693-711.

27

Several ancient Indo-European goddesses are symbolically linked to large cats: Sekhmet, Cybele, the ancient Çatalhöyük goddess,
and Asherah to name but a few.
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Nevertheless, Euripides, in The Bacchae, is not above “beating a dead horse” so to speak to drive the
predator point home. In the play’s climatic scene which showcases the maenads’ raw feral behavior, the
ecstatic and crazed Agave mistakes her son King Pentheus for a mountain lion. She immediately directs the
maenad herd to savagely rip him apart.28

Solar Lioness Goddesses of Egypt
Moving from the frenzy of the maenads, we proceed to look at and compare another solar goddess
myth: the murderous frenzy of the Egyptian lioness goddess Sekhmet. Ancient Egyptians revered female cats
(large and small) as solar goddesses; reverence evidenced by the worship of Bast, Mafdet, Menhit, Tefnut,
Pakhet, Hathor, Sekhmet, and the Great Sphinx. Like the Hindu solar mare goddesses, Egyptian lioness
goddesses represented and regulated all movement of the Sun. Egypt’s solar lioness goddesses governed
sexuality, life, culture, childbirth, time, cycles, and death. Especially connected to women, they symbolized heat,
light, power, sensual pleasure, fertility, wisdom, waters, and community.
In pre-dynastic times, Hathor, the cow-goddess of the moon, was also the lioness goddess of the sun.
Even today, yoga postures retain this ancient pairing in the well-known cat-cow pose sequence signifying
deep inhalation and exhalation. Besides this yogic sequence being connected to breath, it’s tied to the
movement of the pelvis—the physical region of a woman’s womb, fertility, and sexual nature. Patricia
Monaghan notes that “Hathor is related to the cat-goddesses Bast and Sekhmet [. . .] both of whom were
probably tribal totem-ancestors gradually drawn into the aura of the powerful Hathor.” 29 Once Dynastic
priests elevated Râ as the sun god over the lioness sun goddesses, Hathor and Sekhmet were simultaneously
demoted and conflated, particularly in two myths of Râ: the lost eye of the sun, and the vengeance of Râ.
In these related myths, Râ’s sovereignty is shaky; he is weak, old, and petulant. Briefly, in the first ancient
myth, Râ ineffectively tries to replace Hathor or Sekhmet as the Eye of the Sun, but only manages to send
28

Euripides,1105-45.

29

54.
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her off into the desert leaving him unable to rule properly. Only Thoth is able to bring her back and restore
order to the world.30 In the other myth, Râ is mocked by humanity because of his sexual and political
impotence; consequently, he curses them and sends Sekhmet to slaughter them.31
Lioness goddesses, especially Hathor, Tefnut, and Sekhmet symbolically controlled the timing, height, and
duration of the annual Nile flooding.32 Iron-rich silt made the initial flooding of the river run deep red,
resembling blood—i.e. menstrual blood, the blood of life. In both myths, naturally, as a god, Râ is incapable of
releasing the Nile floods. People were dying due to a prolonged drought, the merciless heat of the blazing
sun, and the growing inability to grow enough food. Egyptian myth makes it clear that the only the solar
lioness goddess such as Sekhmet or Hathor presided over the red flow of the Nile and the lives of the
people.
In priestly patriarchal rewrites of this myth, Sekhmet transforms into a raging goddess, frenetically killing
the people who have spoken against Râ. However, because so many die, Râ becomes alarmed. He orders
mandrake root and grain be ground in order to make several thousand jars of red beer. This potent red
beer is poured out over the fields and Sekhmet, thinking the liquid is blood, sees her beautiful face reflected
in it. She proceeds to lap it up and becomes so drunk that her killing frenzy is vanquished.
As we know now, in reality the much anticipated and acclaimed annual festival of Sekhmet/Hathor was
an enormous egalitarian celebration in Luxor and Dendera. Ancient Egyptians sailed down the flowing red
Nile and disembarked at the temples of Sekhmet. There they proceeded to play music, dance, drink beer,
and have lots of sex as tribute to the red-clad, bare-breasted lioness goddess.33 Mandrake root has long

30

Spence, 69-70. Müller 85-8.

31

Müller,73-6. Spence, 166-8.

32

Like Isis, Sekhmet and Hathor were also identified with Sirius which typically rose in the month of July (Thoth’s month). The return
of Sirius (the heliacal rising) signaled the start of the Nile flood and the subsequent New Year celebration.
33

Monaghan, 56. Dr Betsy Bryan’s archeological findings re: Boyle and Healy.
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been known to dull pain, induce sleep, and in large doses, incite mild delirium.34 An ancient fable about
mandrake even claimed it cured sterility.35 Added to a red emmer wheat bear, mandrake’s herbal qualities
perhaps added a bit of restfulness to the raucous New Year’s festival celebrating the erotic, life-bringing, solar
goddess Sekhmet. And, as Sekhmet’s original wonderful menstrual myth shows (and as we women all know)
if a goddess’s or woman’s menstrual blood is flowing, uninhibited sex, new life, joy, and revelry follow.

Creatures of the Light
Due to time constraints, I must close here with one final mythological association. Wolves and bears
share another key symbolic element with the solar mare and lioness goddesses: they are the corresponding
counterpoint creatures of heavenly light. Wolves and bears represent the celestial night lights of the moon
and stars. Wolves are lunar animals. Bears, as constellations, cap our starry skies.
Obviously, what this paper puts forth regarding horses, predators and female sexuality is the tip of a
brightly shining iceberg. This paper serves as my introduction to this deep topic. Therefore, I am currently
engaged in expanding this research presented here into a forthcoming book. I appreciate your kind attention
and interest. Thank-you all so much.

34

Grieve, 511-12.

35

Genesis 30:14-17.
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